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Solvable base change for the metaplectic group S?., over both local and global 
tields in studizd. The method is to use Waldspurger’s correspondence to relate base 
change for SL2 to base change for PGL,. In the global case there are certain 
cuspidat representations which ‘*disappear” under a quadratic base change. They 
then “reappear” under any subsequent quadratic base change. Such a phenomenon 
never occurs for PGL,. ‘?>I 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investiga:e solvable base change for genuine 
automorphic representations of SL,(A,) for a global number field k. There 
are striking new phenomena which occur in the base change for %,(A,) 
which have no analogue in the GL, theory. If K/k is a quadratic extension 
then there are genuine automorphic representations of SL,(A,) which have 
no base change to fi,(A,) and hence “disappear” under the base change. 
Under a further solvable extension E/K of odd degree, these represen- 
tations cannot reappear under the associated base change. However, if the 
solvable extension E/K is of even degree, then these representations “reap- 
pear” undeL this base change and give genuine automorphic represen- 
tations of SL,(A,). If the original extension K/k is solvable of odd degree, 
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then every genuine automorphic representation of SNL2(Ak) has a base 
change to a genuine automorphic representation of ST,(A,). 
The first two sections of this paper are devoted to the definition and 
basic properties of local and global base change for S?;,. At present, the 
notion of an L-group is defined only for algebraic groups. It is not 
currently known how to attach an L-group to a non-algebraic group like 
ST,. However, there is a good theory L-functions and s-factors for Sx2. 
This suggests that base change for fi, should be defined in such a way as 
to be compatible with the base change for the L-functions and s-factors. 
This gives a natural definition of base change for representations of ST, up 
to L-equivalence. The Theta correspondence and the closely related 
Waldspurger correspondence between representations of Sx, and represen- 
tations of PGL, preserves the L-functions and c-factors. Therefore the base 
change for E, will be compatible under the Waldspurger correspondence 
with the base change for PGLz as developed by Saito, Shintani, and 
Langlands. In this paper, we will take this compatibility under the 
Waldspurger correspondence as the definition of base change for ShL2(k) in 
the case that k is a local field of characteristic 0. For a global held, we 
define base change-for SIJA,) by requiring compatibility with the local 
base changes for SL,(k,.) for the various completions k,. of k. This base 
change is still compatible with the global Waldspurger correspondence, 
and this compatibility is a major tool in our investigation. 
The third section is devoted to analyzing when genuine automorphic 
representations of SIL,(A,) which “disappear” under a quadratic base 
change may “reappear.” One tool used in this analysis is the idea of a 
mock-automorphic representation. As this concept makes sense in the con- 
text of any dual reductive pair, let us now give the general definition. Let 
(G, G’) be a dual reductive pair over the global field k as in [4]. Let $ be a 
non-trivial character of k\A,. For each place z’ of k the local oscillator 
representation defines a theta correspondence 0,( ., $,,) between irreducible 
admissible representations of G(k,.) and G’(k,.). The global oscillator 
representation defines a theta correspondence 0( ., II/) between irreducible 
automorphic representations of G(A,) and G’(A,). Let u = @ B, be an 
irreducible admissible representation of G(A,). Then we will say that CJ is a 
mock-automorphic representation of G(A,) (relative to G’(A,)) if there 
exists $ such that (i) the irreducible admissible representation 7c = 
@ t?,.(a,., $,,) of G’(A,) is non-zero and automorphic, and (ii) 0 is not near- 
equivalent to any automorphic representation of G(A,) (and in particular CJ 
is not itself automorphic). So a mock-automorphic representation (T of 
G(A,) is an irreducible admissible representation which is itself far from 
being automorphic, but whose image under the product of the local theta 
correspondences is a true automorphic representation of G’(A,). Then for 
the dual reductive pair (fi2, PGL,), our base change results may be stated 
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as follows. Under a quadratic base change certain automorphic represen- 
tations of S?$A,) become mock-automorphic on e,(A,). Under odd 
degree solvable base changes, mock-automorphic representations remain 
mock-automorphic, while under even degree solvable base changes, mock- 
automorphic representations again become automorphic. 
In a subsequent paper, we will use the results of this paper to analyze 
certain aspects of the base change for automorphic representations of the 
group PGSp,(A,). In particular, we will exhibit L-equivalence classes of 
representations containing only Eisenstein series which upon an even 
degree solvable base change give L-equivalence classes containing both 
Eisenstein series and cuspidial representations. This type of phenomenon is 
again unexpected. We will also show that relative to the dual reductive pair 
(ST,, PGSp,) there are no mock-automorphic forms on either group. 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
(i) Let F be a local field of characteristic 0. We let A(F) denote 
the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible admissible representations of 
PGL,(F). Let A,(F) c ,4(F) denote the subset of supercuspidal represen- 
tations. We let A,(F) = A(F)\A,(F). 
Let S?;,(F) denote the two fold covering group of SL?(F). Let A(F) be 
the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible admissible genuine represen- 
tations of S&(F), and d,(F) the subset of supercuspidal classes. As in [7] 
or [S], we let d,(F) denote the compliment in A”,(F) to the supercuspidal 
Weil representations attached to l-dimensional quadratic forms. We set 
J,(F) = A”(F)\,,&(F). 
(ii) Now let F be a number field. In this case we let A(F) denote 
the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible automorphic representations 
of PGL,(A,) and A,(F) the subset consisting of cuspidal representations. 
Again set A,(F)=A(F)\A,(F). 
Let SIJA,) denote the two fold cover group of SLJA,..). Then we set 
a(F) equal to the set of (isomorphism classes) of irreducible genuine 
automorphic representations of fi,(A,) and d,(F) the subset of genuine 
cuspidal representations. Let A”,,(F) denote the complement in a,(F) of the 
global cuspidal Weil representations asociated to l-dimensional quadratic 
forms over F as_ln [7] or [8]. Then let a,(F) = A”(F)\A,(F). 
The gLoup SL,(A,) is not the restricted direct product of the local 
groups SL,(F,), where u runs over the places of F. However there is a cen- 
tral subgroup 2, c @ s?;,(F,) such that we have an exact sequence 
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(see [ 11). Hence any irreducible genuine admissible representation 2 of 
S&(AF) ‘determines a representation of @ fi,(F,) which then decom- 
poses as a restrictecdirect product of irreducible admissible local represen- 
tations ?, of each SL,( F,). Thus for ? E A(F), with F a global field, we may 
write z” = @ z”, with each z”, E A”(F,,). 
(iii) We will use the results on base change for GL, found in [3] 
or [6]. In particular, if F is either a local or global field as above and E/F 
is a solvable extension, then for 7~ E ,4(F) we let zEIF = BCEIF(z) E A(E) 
denote the base change lift of 7~. 
(iv) Throughout, we will use the results of Waldspurger on the 
Shimura and Waldspurger correspondences from [IS] and [9]. While 
Waldspurger works in the context of cuspidal representations, which is of 
course the most difftcult case, his results are easily extendable to all 
admissible or automorphic representations by using the results of [ 1 ] and 
[2]. We will take these extensions for granted in what follows. 
(v) If F is a local (resp. global) field and $ is an additive charac- 
ter of F (resp. F\A,) then for r E F” we let $’ denote the character 
1(/<: x + $({x). For 4 E F” we let x: denote the quadratic character of F” 
(resp. F”\A,” ) associated to the extension F(A) of F by class field theory. 
1. LOCAL THEORY 
1.1. Let F be a local field of characteristic 0. For every non-trivial 
additive character II/ of F let A”,(F) denote the subset of A”(F) consisting of 
those representations which have a $-Whittaker model. If we let 0( -, II/) 
denote the local Theta correspondence defined by $, as in [7], then Q( ., I++) 
determines a bijection 
&(F) ( 
a(-.*) 
k A(F). 
Now let k be a local field of characteristic 0 and K a cyclic extension of k 
of prime degree 1. Let q be any non-trivial additive character of k. 
DEFINITION. We define a base change map 
kK,x-( .> $1: h’d -+ &,,,W) 
by the diagram 
A”*,,(K) 4 
a( ..$LK$) 
A(K) 
(1.1) 
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1.2. Given 6~ A(k), it is possible for 5 to possess both $- and 
@-Whittaker models for different $ and I+V. We would like to investigate 
how the map &K,k( ., $) depends on ti. To do so we must recall certain 
constructions of Waldspurger. 
For any local field F of characteristic 0 Waldspurger has defined an 
involution 
on {~EA”(F)I C? is not irreducible principal series}. This involution is 
described in [7]. We may extend this involution to all of A”(F) by setting 
6” = 8 for C? a principal series representation. Hence we have an involution 
w: a(F) -+ A”(F). 
If x is any quadratic character of F” then for any rt E A(F) we recall that 
the Waldspurger symbol (x/z) is defined by 
&(710X)= x X(-1)471), 
0 
where ~(71) = &(?I, 4, +) and ~(rr, s, $) is the local s-factor of rr defined by 
Jacquet and Langlands [S]. For thz properties of this symbol, see [7]. 
The dependence of the map BC,,,( ., $) on $ is described in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K and k be as above. Let $ be a non-trivial additive 
character of k and let 6 E A”,(k). Let II = Q(I?, $) E A(k). 
(i) Suppose that 5 E k x such that 6 E a,:(k) also. Then 
ki?,,(& I)) if 
L6?,,(5, t+b;) = 
~K,,(& ‘h)” if 
(ii) Suppose that ye E k x such that 8”’ E d,,(k). Then 
k,,(& II/) 
l%,,,(d”, +P) = 
*K,,@, II/)“’ 
Proof We shall prove statement (i), the argument for statement (ii) 
being essentially the same. 
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Since 6.~ ati(k) and 6 E A,;(k) we have that both TI = 0(c?, $) #O and 
0(6, Gr) # 0. By [S] these images under the Shimura correspondence are 
related by f3(5:, ti5) = 0(5, $) 0 x< = rc@ xc. The theory of base change for 
CL2 then gives that (rc 0 xS)KIk = rtKlk @ (Q)~,~. 
Now let ~6 be the character of K” associated to the extension K(A) of 
K by local class field theory. If K# k(d), then since K is an extension of 
prime degree over k, K and k(p) 4 are linearly disjoint. In this case & = 
xs’: NKik = (x~)~,~.. If on the other hand K= k(A), then K(,jt) = K and 1: 
is the trivial character. But xc is then the character associated to the exten- 
sion K/k and thus (x~)~,~ is also trivial. Hence in either case x; = (x<)~,~. 
Thzefore we have (~0 x;)~,~ = rcK,/; 0~;. Then from the definition we 
get BC,,(Z, t,bi) = B(n,,@x;, ($T)K,k). Since 5 E k” we have (I,Q;)~,~ = 
($.!,);. Then again, from an extension of Waldspurger [9] we have 
(See also [7, Theorem 2.53.) Since k’,,,(5, $)= t)(rrK,,, IC/& by 
definition, we are done. 1 
The above proposition says that the various base change maps 
k,,,( ., Ic/) depend on II/ only up to the action of the Waldspurger 
involution w. By reformulating the base change map in terms L-equivalence 
classes, we will be able to obtain a base change which is independent of I,+. 
1.3. We first recall the properties of the Waldspurger correspon- 
dence. For F a local field and rl, any non-trivial additive character of F, 
Waldspurger has defined a correspondence 
such that 
&o(F) < 
Wd( .$I 
’ A,(F). 
If dud and BEADY for some <eFX, then Wd(d, II/)=0(5, $5)@x;, 
where x< is the character of F” associated to the extension F(&)/F. If n = 
Wd(5, $), then Wd(n, +) = (6, Y}. 
In [2] a theory of L-functions is developed for representations in A(F). 
Fixing an additive character Ic/ of F, for each 6 E a(F) and each choice of 
multiplicative character a of F” and complex number s E C one has L- and 
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a-factors L(s, 6, ~1, $) and E(S, 6, LX, 11/). These are related to the Waldspurger 
correspondence by: 
where the L- and E-factors on the right-hand side are those of Jacquet and 
Langlands. 
DEFINITION. Let 6, d’ E A(F). We will say that d is L-equivalent to 6’ if 
for some (and hence all) non-trivial additive character $ of F we have 
for s E C and all multiplicative characters CI of F” 
As a consequence of the above remarks and the converse theorem for 
CL, [5] we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 5, 3 E A”(F). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 6 is L-equivalent to 5’. 
(ii) Wd(c7, $)= Wd(r?‘, $) for some (and hence all) non-trivial 
additive character +!I of F. 
(iii) 8’E {6,c?:“‘). 
Let z(F) denote the set of L-equivalence classes of representations in 
A”(F), and E,(F) the set of L-equivalence class of representations in A”,,(F). 
If 5 E A”(F) we will let [a] E E(F) denote its L-equivalence class. Then as a 
corollary of this proposition we have the following: 
COROLLARY. The Waldspurger correspondence Wd( ., $) defines a bijec- 
tive correspondence 
E(F) 4 
Wd(..IL) 
’ A(F), 
which satisfies 
&m(F) 4 
Wd(..ti) 
+ A,(F). 
1.4. We are now ready to state the basic theorem on local base 
change for S?;,. 
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THEOREM 1. Let k be a local field of characteristic 0 and let K/k be a 
cyclic extension of prime degree. Let $ be any non-trivial additive character 
of k. Then the diagram 
BCK,k 
- I I 
BCKIX (l-2) 
Z(k) - A(k) Wd(..i) 
defines a base change map 
hi?,,,: L(k) -+ z(K), 
which is independent of $. 
Proof: Since Wd( ., II/) and Wd( ., tiKlk) are bijections, then it is clear 
that kKIk is well defined. 
As to the independence of $, for the moment let B”Ic,( ., $) be the base 
change map defined by diagram (1.2) using the character II/. A result of 
Waldspurger states that given $, then for every 6 E A”(k) either 6 E A”,(k) or 
5”‘~ d,(k). So let [r?] E E(k) and assume that 6 E A”,(k). Then by definition 
B~,,,([d, $I= [B?,,,(C, +)I. Now- let SEkX and consider 
BcK,,,( [I?], tit). If 5 E A”,<(k), then BC,,( [Z], tit) = [B?,,(g, $:)I = 
[BC,,&, $)I by Proposikons l(i) and 2. Ifzn the other hand YE A,,,<(k) 
then K’,,([c?], @) = [BC,(ii”, 1,6’)] = [BC,(ii, Ifi)] by Propositions 
l(ii) and 2. Thus the map kKlk(., +): Z(k)-+&(K) is independent of 
*. I 
To simplify the notation, we will write kCKIk( 161) = [61Klk. If E/k is 
any solvable extension, then the Galois group G(E/k) has a composition 
series whose factors are cyclic groups of prime order. This corresponds to a 
tower of fields k = K,, c K, c . . . c K,, = E with each stage being cyclic of 
prime degree. For [Z] E E(k) we let [8]E,k denote the successive base 
change of [a] up this tower. Then [Z]E,k is independent of the tower 
chosen and the theorem has the following: 
COROLLARY. If E/k is any solvable extension then there exists a well- 
defined base change map L(k) + L(E) sending [6] to [a] ,,k as above. 
2. GLOBAL THEORY 
2.1. Let F be a number field, let A, be the adele ring of F, and let 
Ic/ be a non-trivial character of F\A,. Given 5 E a(F), for every character a 
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of F”\A; and every SEC one can define global L- and c-functions 
L(s, d, a, $) and E(S, 5, ~1, $) as in [2]. If 5, LX, and II/ decompose as 
products of local factors d = @ r?:,, c( = n, cl”, and $ = fl, I/J,, then the 
L- and s-functions admit Euler products 
where the local L- and s-factors are those appearing in Section 1.3. 
DEFINITION. If 5, d’ E A(F) we say that 6 and 6’ are L-equivalent if 
Lb, 6 a, $I= Lb, C’, 4 $1 
Eb, 5, a, $ ) = 4% 6’3 4 $1 
for some (and hence all) $, all a, and all SEC. Let z(F) denote the 
L-equivalence classes of representations in 2(F). If 5 E A”(F) we let [6] 
denote its L-equivalence class in E(F). 
Due to the Euler product expansion of the global L- and c-functions, 
each class [r?] E E(F) determines a local class [r?], E E( F,) for each place u 
of F it is clear that if d = @ 6, then [r?], = Cc,,] E z(F,,). To indicate this 
fact we will write 
(Id = n C6”l. 
2.2. Now let k be a number field and K/k a cyclic extension of 
prime degree 1. Using the local base change maps of Section 1.4 and the 
product decomposition of global L-equivalence classes, we may define a 
global base change map. 
DEFINITION. Let 5 E d(k) and [a] E l(k) its class. For 6’ E d(K) we say 
that [6’] E L(K) is the base change of [c?] and write 
CC’1 = ~~K,kK~l) = C4K,k 
if and only if for all places u of k and all places w  of K with w  [ v we have 
i.e., 
[If-cl = Cd”lK,,k,? 
CZ’I =n n C~“lK,,k,. 
” W.11’ 
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(If K,,.= k, then we take [60]K,lk, = CC,,].) If no such 6’ exists, we write 
[d K,ilk = a 
Note that for a given class [C] E E(k) there is at most one class 
[6’] E L(K) such that [6’] = [61KIk. 
2.3. We would like to determine which, if any, classes [5] E E(k) 
vanish upon base changing to E(K). To do this, we relate the base change 
defined above to the global Waldspurger correspondence. 
Let F be any number field. For any non-trivial additive character II/ of 
F\A, we will let Wd( ., II/) denote the global Waldspurger correspondence 
as described in [7]. This correspondence is compatible with the local 
correspondence described in Section 1.3 in the sense that if 5 = @ c?:, then 
Wd(5, $) = @ Wd,(C,,, $,). As in Section 1.3 this also defines a correspon- 
dence on the level of L-equivalence classes 
L(F) + 
Wd( ,ti) 
’ A(F), 
which is compatible with the local correspondence. However, in the global 
case, not every rc E A(F) occurs in the correspondence. We let 
A,,(F)= {rc~AJF)Ieither (i)~(n)=c(n, $)= 1 
or (ii) R = @ n,, and for some u, rr,. is not an irreducible principal series) 
and set A,(F) = A ,(F) II A,(F). Then from the results of Waldspurger [9] 
described in the appendix of [7] we know that Wd( ., $) indeed defines a 
bijection 
L(F) 4 
WC.ti) 
* A i(F). 
Since on the representation level we have that 
and 
A”,,(F) ( Wd(-.IL’ + A,,(F) 
A”,(F) 4 
WdU.$) 
* A,(F) 
we have that d,,(F) and d,(F) are comprised of full L-equivalence classes. 
Let J?,,(F) denote the L-equivalence classes occurring in A”,,(F) and L,(F) 
those occurring in A”,(F). Then Wd( ., $) defines bijections 
I?,,(F) 4 Wd(.,‘) + A,(F) 
(2.1) 
L,(F) 4 wd(-.” b A,(F). 
If I( E A(F)\Ai(F) we will write Wd(z, $) = 0, 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let k be a number field and K/k cyclic of prime degree. 
Then for any non-trivial additive character $ of k\A, the diagram 
Z(i) - 
Wdl -.tb I Ah 
commutes, i.e., if [G]EE(k) and n=Wd([Z], $) then [6]K;n= 
Wd(nKjk, tiKjk). In particular C4.,,, = 0 Zf W4nKlk, $Kjk) = 0. 
Proof: Since each of the maps in question is compatible with the 
product of the corresponding local maps for each place v of k and MI of K 
with MJ 1 v, this result follows from Theorem 1. 0 
From this global diagram we may draw the following useful corollary. 
COROLLARY. Zf [5] E L(k) then [c?‘]~,~ = 0 iff Wd([5], $)K,k 4 A,(K). 
Our first result on the global base change is 
THEOREM 2. Let k and K be as above. Zf [6] E E,(k) then [5] K,k # 0, 
and infact [61Kik~Z,(K). 
Proof If [G] EL,(~) then Wd([C], $)E A,(k). By the theory of base 
change for GL2, BC,,(A,(k)) c A,(K) c Ai( Thus Wd( [6], Ic/),, E 
A,(K) so that [51KIL # 0 by the corollary to Proposition 3. That [c?],~ E 
A”,(K) is then clear from (2.1). i 
To investigate the behavior of [6] E l,,,(k) under base change, it is best 
to treat the cases 1= (K : k) an odd prime and I= 2 separately. 
2.4. We first treat the case of a cyclic extension K/k of odd prime 
degree 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let k and K be as above. Zf 1 = (K : k) is an odd prime, then 
for all [5] I&, we have [51Kik # a. In fact, if [Z] I&,, then 
CdK,k E Glow). 
Proof By (2.1) and the corollary to Proposition 3, it is enough to show 
that (&dk))K,k c A,,(K). First, since 1 is an odd prime, cuspidal represen- 
tations of PGL,(A,) base change to cuspidal representations, so that 
(&o(k))wk c A,(K). So we must check that the conditions defining A,, are 
also preserved under base change. 
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(i) Let rr~A&k) satisfying E(Z) = 1. Let x be the character of 
k” \A; of degree 1 associated to the extension K/k by class field theory. 
Then 
E(~K,k) = f/ E(XOX’) 
i=l 
$1 -. I ) 
=c5(7L) n &(7c@f)&(71@p). 
,=I 
Since 7t is a representation of PGL,(A,), (x@,~)*= 71 Ox-‘, where 
denotes the contragredient. But for any automorphic representation z of 
GL,(A,) we have F(Z) E(?) = 1. Therefore we have E(~c~,~) =s(rc)= 1, and 
hence rrKik E A,(K). 
(ii) Suppose rr E A,(k) such that for some place u of k 71, is not an 
irreducible principal series. Then, since the degree of the extension I is odd, 
rr, cannot base change to a principal series representation. Therefore, for all 
places MT of K above u we have (~,,)k,,,~, = (~k,J,,, is not principal series. 
Thus rcKlk E A,,(K). 1 
Now let E/k be any solvable extension of odd degree. Then there is a 
tower of tields k = K, c K, c ... c K,, = E such that at each stage the 
extension K,/K,~- , is cyclic of odd prime degree. For [C J E L(k) let [a],,, 
denote the successive base change of [s] up this tower. [g:IEIk is indepen- 
dent of the chosen tower. Then Theorems 2 and 3 have the following: 
COROLLARY. Let E/k be as described above. Then for any [c?] E Z(k) we 
have [5]E;/i # 0. Furthermore, if [C] E L,(k) then [51EIA E&,(E), and if 
[6]~E,(k) then [c?]~,,E~,(E). 
2.5. Now let K/k be an extension of number fields with I= 
(K: k) = 2. Let x be the quadratic character of k X\A,J associated to the 
extension K/k and + a non-trivial additive character of k\A,. 
Let O,(K/k) c A,(k) be the subspace of cuspidal global Weil represen- 
tations attached to the multiplicative characters p of K”\A; satisfying 
P#$ and ~~‘=p’, where Gal(K/k) = { 1, z}. Their construction is 
described in Section 12 of [S]. The representations in O,(K/k) are exactly 
those cuspidal representations of PGL,(A,) which become principal series 
upon base change to PGL,(A,) [3,6]. Since each rc E O,(K/k) is super- 
cuspidal at some place v of k we have 
LEMMA 1. O,(K/k) c A,,(k). 
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If F is any number field, then for quadratic characters v of F” \A; and 
rr E A(F) the global Waldspurger symbol is defined by 
E(7C@V)= i &(7C), 
0 
where, as always, E(X) = ~(rc, 4). This symbol is the product of the local 
symbols of Section 1.2, i.e., 
LEMMA 2. Let x he the quadratic character of k x \A[ associated to the 
extension K/k. Then for any 71 E A(k) we have 
x 471K,k) = ; 
0 
. 
Proof: This is a simple computation: 
E(~K,~)=E(~C)E(~OX)=&(~~)~ x = : . 0 0 1 
Again, if F is any number field and n E A(F), II = @ xv, we set 
C(rc) = {v, places of FI rrc, is not principal series } 
If x is the character of k”\A; associated to the extension K/k, then we 
define a subset B(K/k) c A,(k) by 
x,(-l)= -land 
. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 4. For x~A&k), xnKlk$ A,(K) iff n~ll(K/k). 
Proof. Let ?I E A,(k). Then by definition nKik 4 A,(K) iff the following 
three conditions hold: 
(a) =K/k E A,(K) 
(P) dnK,k)= -l 
(7) C(nK,k) = 0. 
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Since IZ E A,(k), then nKik 4 A,(K) iff n E O,(K/k). But the representations 
rc E O,(K/k) satisfy rc 2: rc @ x [S]. Therefore if rc E O,(K/k) then E(z~,~) = 
E(X) c(n@~) =E(~c)’ = 1. Therefore, for 7c E A,(k), .s(rtKIk) = - 1 implies 
z,,,EA&K). So if TC E A,(k), then xx,,+ E A,(K) iff the two conditions (/I) 
and (>j) hold. 
The condition (y) is of course the same as the condition (ii) defining 
@K/k). Assuming this condition, then (fl) is equivalent to (i) in the 
definition of B(K/k). For if .Z(K~~~) = 0, then for each place UE Z(n) we 
must have that rr,, is in O,(K,,/k,) (the local analogue of O,(K/k): see 
Sect. 12 of [S]) and hence 71,. 0 x,- = xc,.. Therefore, if u E C(x), ~(rr,.) = 
E(~~,OK,.)=(X,./~,,)X~.(-~)~(K,.) and hence (x,./n,)=~,.(-1). If u+!L’(n), 
then we always have (x,./rr,) = 1. Therefore 
= J($= n L-1). I.EZ(Il) 
So ~(n~,~) = - 1 iff nIl,tz(,i I~,( - I ) = -I, assuming C(X,!~) = 0. This 
proves the proposition. 1 
Consider once again a class [6] E .&,(F) for F any number held. For 
each place zi, the associated local class is of the form [CL,] = (gU, B;}. Since 
I?:,, is a principal series representation iff 5” is, and in this case G’,, = 6;, then 
it makes sense to speak of the places u of F for which [6? J is or is not prin- 
cipal series. Given any [c] E E,,(F), let 
Z( [ 51) = { u, places of F 
With this notation, we set 
[cV J is not principal series }. 
(i) fl x,(-l)= -1 and 
z.Ez(re]) 
(ii) Z( [f71KII;) = 0 
> 
. 
Since the Waldspurger correspondence preserves principal series represen- 
tations, we see that 
&K/k) + Wd’-.” + B(K/k). 
We also define G,(K/k) c E,,,(k) by 
&K/k) = Wd(O,(K/k), II/). 
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That this is independent of $ will follow from 
THEOREM 4. Let k and K he as in Definition 2.2 with (K : k) = 2, and let 
L-4 E L.dk 1. 
(i) CglKlk=121 iffC4~B(K/k). 
(ii) [ZIKlk~Z1(K) iff [d] E gJK/k). 
(iii) [Z]h.,k~EOO(K) i~[~]~B(K/k)uP,(K/k). 
Proof Since [5] E E,(k), then n = Wd( [Z], $) E A,,(k). Then (i) 
follows from Proposition 4 and the corollary to Proposition 3. On the 
other hand, since Wd( ., $K,k) defines a bijection between E,(K) and A ,(K), 
then by Proposition 3 [Z],,E E,(K) iff x~,~EA,(K). But, as has already 
been remarked, a cuspidal 71 can base change to a non-cuspidal represen- 
tation iff II E O,(K/k). By definition rr E O,(K/k) iff [c?] E Gj,(K/k), SO this 
proves (ii). 
(iii) then follows from (i) and (ii) since E(k)=Z,(k) II L,,(k). 1 
3. MOCK-AUTOMORPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND THE 
BEHAVIOR OF @K/k) UNDER SUBSEQUENT BASE CHANGES 
In Section 2 we have seen one striking difference between base change for 
GL, and base change for SlL2, namely that there are representations of 
Sxz(Ak) which have no base change in the quadratic case. In this section 
we would like to explain an even more striking phenomenon. If a represen- 
tation 5 of aL,(A,) “disappears” under some quadratic base change, it 
should “reappear” under any subsequence quadratic base change. 
3.1. To explain this phenomenon, let us introduce the notion of a 
mock-automorphic representation of E?. 
DEFINITION. Let F be any number field and let z”= @ 7, be an 
irreducible admissible genuine representation of %.,(A,). Then we will say 
that Z is a mock-automorphic representation if there exists a non-trivial 
additive character I,+ of F\A, such that 
(i) The irreducible admissible representation x = @ 0,,(?,, $,) of 
PGL,(A,) is automorphic, i.e., @ @,(F,, $v) E A(F). 
(ii) S is not near equivalent to any member of a(F). 
In essence, t is a representation of fi,(A,) which is not near-equivalent 
to any automorphic representation of %,(A,), but such that the product 
of its local Shimura lifts is an automorphic representation of PGL,(A,). 
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We will let B(F) denote the set of (equivalence classes of) mock- 
automorphic representations of S%,(A,). If ?E n(F) we will let 0(?, $) = 
@ 19,(?,, I,+,). We may also extend the Waldspurger correspondence to 
m(F) by setting Wd(?, $)= @ Wd,(?,, II/,). Once again we have 
Wd(?, I++<) = 0(?, Il/)@x, and the other usual properties hold. 
LEMMA 3. If z” E I@(F) is a mock-automorphic representation, then 
Wd(f, $14 A,(F). 
ProoJ: Suppose Wd(?, $) E A;(F). Then there is ~76 d(F) such that 
Wd(& $I= Wd(K II/), and hence for each place v of F we have 
Wd,(C:,, I,+~)= Wd,(?,, I/,). But from [2] or [9] we know that locally 
Wd,(?,, $,.) = Wd,(g:,, I,+,) iff z”, E CC?“, C;}. Therefore, at all places where 
6:, is principal series we have ?,, = 6”, and hence f is near equivalent to 5. 
But this contradicts the definition of mock-automorphic. 1 
Now let M(F)=A(F)\Ai(F), so that if ~EI@(F) we have Wd(?,$)E 
M(F). From the definition of Ai given in Section 2.3 it is clear that we 
can characterize M(F) as M(F) = ( ZE&(F)IE(~C)= -1 and Z(X)=@}. 
LEMMA 4. If 71 E M(F), then there exists ? E a(F) such that 
Wd(?, Ic/) = x. If t” and ?‘E &f(F) and Wd(?, II/) = Wd(z”‘, $) then z”= 7. 
Proof: If rc E M(F) then define z’ by the local Waldspurger map. Since 
C(n) = 0, xc, is principal series for each place v. Therefore there is then a 
unique local representation ?, E A”(F,) such that Wd,(?,, $,) = rc, for each v. 
Let z” = @ ?,. Then i is irreducible admissible genuine and is the only such 
satisfying Wd(?, $) = II. 1 
By Lemma 4 the extended Waldspurger correspondence defines a bijec- 
tion 
for any non-trivial II/. Using this, the global theory of L-functions and 
e-factors extend to the mock-automorphic representations by setting 
Us, f, ~1, II/)=%, Wd(z”, Il/)Oa) 
E(S, f, tl, t,b) = E(S, Wd(?, II/) 0 CI). 
These are of course compatible with the local decompositions into Euler 
products. As a consequence of Lemma 4, every L-equivalence class of 
mock-automorphic representations contains only one element. In par- 
ticular, no mock-automorphic representation is L-equivalent to an 
automorphic representation. We will thus let I@(F) also denote the set of 
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L-equivalence classes of mock-automorphic representations. We set 
L*(F) = E(F) IL a(F) then the extended Waldspurger correspondence 
defines a bijection 
E*(F) 4 Wd(..ti,) > A(F) 
for any non-trivial I++ 
3.2. We now turn to the behavior of mock-automorphic represen- 
tations under base change. Let k be any number field and K a cyclic exten- 
sion of k of prime degree. The definition of global base change given in Sec- 
tion 2.2 extends verbatim to Z*(k), i.e., if [Z] EL*(~) then [6.1KIk = 
n, n,,,,,[6,,,],,,,, E E*(K). Also Proposition 3 and its proof go over without 
change and yield that the diagram 
t*(K) 
Wd(.,ti,hskl 
- A(K) 
B”Ckik 
I 
Bc‘tc 1. 
E*(k) c WW.@I 
I 
+ A(k) 
is commutative. Furthermore, if E/k is any solvable extension, then for any 
tower of fields k = K, c K, c ... c K, = E with each Ki/Kip, cyclic of 
prime degree and any [c?] EL*(~) the L-equivalence class in E*(E) 
obtained by successively base changing [c?] up this tower is independent of 
the choice of tower and is denoted by [CIEIk. This is also compatible with 
the global Waldspurger correspondence. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k be a number field and let K be a cyclic extension 
of prime degree 1. Let [?I E fi(k). 
(i) Zf 1 is odd, then [?lKlk~fi(K). 
(ii) Zf 1 is euen, then [?lKlk E L,(K). Furthermore if E/K is any 
soloable extension then [[T] ,&J E,K E &,(E). 
Proof. (i) Set x = Wd([?], +). Then z~M(k) so that ~(71) = -1 and 
C(x) = @. As was seen in the proof of Theorem 3, since 1 is odd we have 
s(rcKII,)=s(rr)= -1. Also, since the local base change for GL, preserves 
principal series representations we have Z(rcKlk) = 0. Therefore 
x,,~ E M(K) and hence [Z”lKlk = Wd(n,,, $K,k) E fi(K). 
(ii) Again, let rt = Wd( [?I, $) E M(k). So n is cuspidal, f:(n) = -1 
and C(rc) = @. From Lemma 2 we know that 
64.27/3-6 
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where x is the quadratic character associated to the extension K/k. 
However, since Z‘(z) = 0, each rcO is principal series and hence (x&cL,) = 1. 
Therefore ~(‘lt~~~) = 1. Since O,(K/k) c A,(k), we know that 71 $ O,(K/k), 
and hence rtKlk is still cuspidal. Hence z~,~ EA,(K) and this forces 
[flx.ik = Wd(niq,, $~~,ik) E &dW. 
For any number field F let C,,(F) = { rc E A,(F) / ~(71) = 1 and 
X(n) = 0 ). Then in fact, for the [?IKIp obtained above we had 
Wd( [?lKIk, $X;‘k) = rrKik E C,,(K). To finish part (ii) it suffices to prove that 
if E/F is any cyclic extension of prime degree m then (C,(F)),,c C,(E). 
So let p E C,,(F). Since principal series representations remain principal 
series under local base change we see that Z(pEIF) = 0. If m is odd, then 
the global base change preserves cuspidality so that ,o~,~ is cuspidal. 
Furthermore, for m odd, E(P~,,;) = E(P) = 1. Therefore pyce C,,(E) when 
(E : F) = m is an odd prime. If (E : F) = 2 then since C(p) = $3 we know 
p 6 O,(E/F) and hence pEjp is again cuspidal. Also, 
where 1’ is the quadratic character of F”\A,” associated to E/F since 
C(p) = 0. Therefore even if (E : F) = 2 we have pEIF~ C,(E). This com- 
pletes the proof of the proposition. 1 
3.3. Now let K/k be a quadratic extension of number fields and let 
us turn to the behavior of &K/k) under subsequence base changes. Note 
that with the introduction of mock-automorphic representations the first 
statement of Theorem 4 becomes [c?] E @K/k) iff [6] K,k E fi( K).-We may 
then derive our final theorem on global base change for SL, from 
Proposition 5. 
THEOREM 5. Let k be a number field and let K be a quadratic extension 
of k. Suppose that [6] E &K/k) so that [dlKlk $ i(K). 
(i ) [j” E/K is any solvable extension of odd degree, then [ [ 51 Klk] E,lK $ 
z(E). 
(ii) If E/K is any solvable extension of even degree (in particular, any 
quadratic estension) then [ [51KIRlEIK E E,(E). 
Proof: Since [a] E B( K/k), then [ 51 K,k E n(K). 
(i) If E/K is solvable of odd degree then there is a tower of fields 
K=&,cK,c . . . c K, = E with KJK,_ i cyclic of odd prime degree at 
each step. Since [ [6]K,X-]E,.IK is the successive base change of [BIKIk up this 
tower, then (i) follows from (i) of Proposition 5. 
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(ii) If E/K is solvable of even degree then there is a tower of fields 
K=K,cK,c . . . cK,,=E 
with each extension KJK,_ I cyclic of prime degree. Since (E : K) is even, 
one of these extensions must be of degree 2 and without loss of generality 
we may take (K, : K,) = 2. Then by Proposition 5 we have [ [c?]~,~]~,,~E 
&dK) and furthermore CCdKlklE,K= CCC~IKlklK1~KIEIK, E &dE). I 
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